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IN MEMORY OF Y. M. CHEN 
An oscillation criterion is given for the second order sublinear differential 
equation y”+a(f)f(y)=O, where a(t)EC[O, co) and f(y)EC(--;Xj,;X,) is non- 
decreasing with yfty) r0 for J’#O, and also satisfies a sublinear condition which 
covers the special case f( 4’) = 1 y[ 7 sgn y. 0 < y < 1. The coefticient a(t) is allowed to 
be negative for large values oft, and its integral over the nonnegative reals is Cnite. 
This result extends an earlier oscillation theorem of Kwong and Wong for the 
special case. ‘G 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
We consider the second order nonlinear differential equation 
y”+a(t)f(y)=O, tE ix co), (1) 
where a(t) E C[O, ccj) and f(y) E C( - CXJ, co), nondecreasing in ~1, and 
satisfies ,If( y) > 0 if y # 0. The prototype of Eq. ( 1) is the so-called Emden- 
Fowler equation 
4”’ + a(t) Iy(’ sgn y = 0, y > 0. (2) 
Here we are interested in the oscillation of solutions of (1) when f(r) 
satisfies, in addition, a sublinearity condition 
()< 2.k I J” 
4 
of(Y) -zf.(l:)< OoT for all E > 0. 
This condition, when restricted to Eq. (2), becomes the familiar require- 
ment 0 < 7 < 1. For the second order nonlinear differential equation (l), in 
general not every solution is continuable throughout the entire half real 
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axis. For this reason, we confine ourselves to those solutions of (1) that 
exist and can be continued on some interval of the form [to, cc ), where 
f, 3 0 may depend on the particular solution. Such a solution is said to be 
oscillator~~ if it has arbitrarily large zeros. Equation ( 1) is called oscillatory 
if all continuable solutions are oscillatory. 
The first oscillation theorem for the sublinear equation (2) is that of 
Belohorec [l] who proved that 
I 
r 
lim r”a( t) dt = cc, O<y<l 
r - c? 0 (4) 
is sufficient for oscillation. In another context, Kamenev [4] proved a 
weaker form of Wintner’s condition, 
limsupIITjln(s)dsdlr=a. 
r- -1 To 0 
(5) 
implies oscillation of (2) for 0 <y < 1. In [S], Kwong and Wong showed 
that conditions (4) and (5) followed from the following general result [S]: 
THEOREM A. Ler cp( t) be a positive concave function on [0, a). [f a(t) 
sari:fies 
lim sup L 
r r 
q’(s) a(s) ds dr = x:. o<i’< 1, (61 
T- % s.l To o 
then Eq. (2) is oscillatory. 
This result is most useful in the case when a(t) is “wildly oscillatory,” i.e., 
limsupa(t)= -limsupa(r)= ‘x. 
I- I , + -1 
(7) 
Such is the case for example a(t) = t sin t, I > 0. Let cp( t) = t; then condition 
(6) shows oscillation of (2) in this special case for I > 1 - 7. When 
i 6 1 - 7, however, we note that the limit of the double integral in (6) exists 
and is finite. For each s > 0, define the function A(s) by 
and A +(s) = max{ A(s), 0 1. In a subsequent paper [6], the following result 
was proved : 
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THEOREM B. Let cp(t) be a positioe concave function on [0, 00) and u(t) 
be such that A(s) can be defined by (8) and satisfies 
(9) 
Then Eq. (2) is oscillatory for 0 < ‘1’ < 1. 
Returning to u(t) = t* sin t with --)’ < 1~ 1 - y, choose p, 0 <p < 1 such 
that O<py+A< 1. Denote V=PY+~ and let cp(t)=tp. Note that 
V’*(S) s/cp’(s) = P*/S and A(s) = sl’(cos s + o( 1)); so (9) holds since the 
dominant term becomes T*‘(log T) - ’ + m as T + CD. 
The extension of Belohorec’s Theorem to the more general Eq. (1) has 
been elusive; see Coles [3]. However, recently we proved an extension of 
Theorem A in [7] for (1) subject to the condition that f(y) satisfies (3) 
and 
fWm+~? for all ~1, (10) 
where c > 0 and F(y) = Ji (du/f(u)). Here the exponent y in (6) is defined 
by y = (l/l + c) < 1. It is therefore natural to ask whether Theorem B can 
be extended in a similar way. The purpose of this note is to answer this 
question in the affirmative. 
THEOREM. Let f(y) satisfy (3) and (lo), and cp( t) be a positive concave 
function on [0, CD). Suppose that a(t) satisfies (9); then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof Let y(t) be a nonoscillatory solution which may be assumed 
to be positive on some interval of the form [to, co). Define 
z(t) = p’(t) F(y(t)), were I’= (1 + c))’ < 1. Differentiating z(t) twice and 
using (1) we find 
Zn + (fa = y(+g ‘cp”F(y)+y(y-l)cp’~*~‘*F(y) 
1’ ’ 4+f ‘(Y) y’* -- +wy) 
f’(Y) 
(11) 
(we used prime indiscriminately above for differentiation with respect to 
both t and y). Using cp” < 0, we can drop the first term on the right hand 
side of (11). Note 1 - y = yc; we can use (10) to rewrite (11) as follows: 
(1 (12) 
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Integrating ( 12) from s to T twice for T > s > I,, we obtain 
(13) 
where we note I’ = ~j’p”- ’ cp’F(.~)-cp’~‘lif(~). Since A(s) is defined by (8) 
for every s, we divide (13) through by T and take the limit as T + JL:. This 
implies that the following limits exist and are finite: 
4 T) 06 lim T -=K,<x 
?-+ x 
and 
In (15), we note that 
Returning to (13), we have 
from which we can estimate as follows: 
(14) 
(16) 
In view of (14) and (15), we can estimate the first term on the right hand 
side of (16) as 
12 
cp’& cp’< RK,(t,) < cc, (17) 
where R = sup5 a 1. -7(s)/s. On the other hand, the second term can also be 
estimated by 
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Now combining (17) and (18) in (16), we obtain the desired contradiction 
to (9). The proof is complete. 
We now return to an example considered in 173: 
yn + t” sin t(y(‘:’ (1 + 1~1) sgn y=O. (191 
Here f(~l)=&(l+~) for )1>0 and j--y)= -f(y). Hence, 
F(y)=2tan-‘& and 
(note that as )’ + 0, f’(y) F(y) + 1). Taking c = 1 in (lo), we find y = 4. Let 
q(t) s t in (6). We have oscillation for A > $. For - i < A < 4, we choose 
0 -CP < 1 such that 0 <(p/2) + A.< 1. Taking q(t) = tw in (8), we note that 
A(s) is defined for each s, and A(s) =sl’(cos s+ o(l)), v = (p/2) + ,I. Note 
that 
which diverges as T -+ co. Therefore equation ( 19) is oscillatory for A> - 4. 
Next, we consider another example which cannot be covered by earlier 
results: 
JJ”+ (log t)“sin t[ly(t)l* sgn y(t)+ y(t)] =O, O<cr<l. (20) 
Here f(~)=Iyl”sgny+y, f’(.r)=cclyl”-‘+l>O for all y#O and 
F(Y) = SF (dub” + 0). To estimate F(y) from below, we observe 
Therefore for J # 0, we have for IyI < 1 
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f”(Y) F(y) 2 
Using (IO), we find 1’ = 1x/(2 - u) < 1. By a similar argument given above, 
we can take cp(t)rt”, O<p< 1. Thus, if I satisfies -a/(2--r)<%$ 
1 - c(/(2 - a), then A(s) can be defined by (8) and again (9 ) is satisfied, so 
Eq. (20) is oscillatory. 
Remark. This paper was motivated by an earlier result of Chan and 
Chen [2] which gives another version generalizing Theorem B. 
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